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EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5):
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE 2005 SUMMER SEASON OF WORK
Hirotoshi NUMOTO
1. Introduction
The Kokushikan University Archaeological Mission to Tell Taban carried out the 5th excavation
season from 23 August to 27 September 2005." Tell Taban is located in the Hassake Dam Salvage
area and has been excavated by the Kokushikan University Archaeological Mission since 1997
[Ohnuma et al. 1999, 2000; Ohnuma and Numoto 2001; Numoto 2006].
The mission members of the 2005 summer season were Hirotoshi Numoto (Director), Yuji Arai
(Architect, joined from 23 to 25 August), Nobuhiko Kitano (Conservator, joined from 23 to 28
August), Shigeo Yamada (Epigraphist, joined from 6 to 8 September), and Daisuke Shibata
(Epigraphist, joined from 6 to 14 September). Mi" Salem Isa, who was our representative from the
Directorate General for Antiquities and Museums (hereafter DGAM) of the Syrian Arab Republic.
Since the dam water was discharged during the summer, the water level around the site was lowered
by ca. 4-5 m (ca. 284 m above sea level) than the winter (Fig. 2; Pis. 5,6). We collected 13 fragments
of cuneiform inscribed bricks, cylinders, and clay nails on the site surface which was underwater
1 Location of Tell Taban
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Wgm Lake of the Hassake
Fig. 2 Contour Map of Tell Taban, 2005 Aug.
during the winter (Pis. 7,38b).
We earned out continuous excavation in the west side of Tell which excavated trenches at the
2005 winter season [Numoto 2006],
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2. Excavations
Trench 5 (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6)
　The aims of the investigation in Trench 5 were 1) to further investigate Room 1 where the cluster 
of clay tablets was discovered in the previous season (Pl. 9a), and to identify the function of brick-
paved structure〔Numoto 2006〕.2) We hoped to discover new cuneiform tablets and mural paintings.
　By excavating the remaining fill of Room 1, we were able to obtain 26 fragments of clay tablets 
mainly concentrated to the southern part of the room and in the upper layer of soil near the entrance 
of Room 1 (with ca. 60 cm) (Fig. 5; Pls. 10, 11, 12a, 15a, 16).
　The cluster of clay tablets mentioned above were discovered from an ashy soil containing much 
blackish ash, and fragments of animal bones, pottery, and ground stones (Figs. 6, 12). This may 
suggest that clay tablets were thrown into Room 1 which at that time became a garbage bin.
　We once estimated that Room 1 measured 2 m in length and 1.2 m in width, but the investigation 
of this season revealed that the size and structure of the room was not certain due to heavy plundering 
at the date of Level 3 (Pl. 9b).3) No floor levels were identified in the northern part. Two mud-
bricks (36 × 36 × 10 cm) with white-cream colour were placed on the foundation of the wall (Pl. 
15b), which presumed to be the floor level. We estimated that the northern half of Room 1 was 
occupied by a wall and a small room with 1 m in length was constructed in the southern half (Fig. 
5; Pls. 13b, 15a). Based on this judgement, the current estimated size of Room 1 is ca. 1.2 (width) 
× 1 (length) m. No floor levels were identified in the southern part as well, but traces of four to 
five paved bricks were found on the floor. If these bricks were paved on the floor, the floor of 
Room 1 was designed to be slightly higher than the level of the south entrance. From the upper 
layer of the entrance, we discovered a clay token of which decorative cuneiform letters were inscribed 
on (Fig. 5; Pl. 12a), and a fragment of flower-shaped decoration made of flit.
　Unfortunately, almost no clay tablets were found below the cluster of clay tablets discovered in 
the previous season. We identified that the fallen western wall was partly contained a vault-like 
structure (Pl. 13a). We also found that the cluster of clay tablets identified in the previous season 
was placed in a niche-like structure with a vaulted ceiling 〔Numoto 2006〕. The trace of vertically 
fallen plaster was observed to the north of the eastern wall (Figs. 4, 5; Pls. 1, 14a).
　Considering the above features, the clay tablets were probably stored on the several shelves or 
in the niche constructed on the walls in the northern part of Room 1. Room 1 was, therefore, had 
a unique structure specially built for a storeroom of clay tablets.
Trench 7 (Figs. 3, 4)
　Trench 7, which measured 4 × 3 m, was opened just to the north of Trench 5 in order to investigate 
the brick-paved structure that was identified to the north of Room 1. The excavation showed that 
a small squared courtyard (3.5 × 3.5 m) with baked brick (50 × 50 × 6–7 cm) pavement (Pls. 18, 19). 
The bricks which were paved just below the eastern wall were slightly smaller (36 × 36 × 6 cm) 
(Fig. 4; Pl. 1b, 18b). The bricks used in the south of the courtyard received fire since this part was 
later used as a studio (see below) (Pls. 18, 19). The preservation of the bricks in this part was poor. 
The brick pavement was preserved ca. 2.5–4 m in width (east-west), but it was not certain whether 
it continued to the west of Room 1.
　On the brick pavement, we discovered around 200 fragments of dentalium (tooth shell) (Pl. 17a), 
unfinished ivory, and minerals. Since some floor bricks received secondary firing, we assumed that 
　 　
 2) Level 3 of Room 1 and pavement which we identified in the previous season (winter 2005) is now altered as Level 5 based on 
the observation of this season 〔Numoto 2006〕.
 3) Level 2 of structure which we identified in the previous season (winter 2005) is now altered as Level 3 based on the observation 
of this season 〔Numoto 2006〕.
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Eastern Wall of Room 1
A Findspots of clay tablets
Findspot of cluster of clay table
H'indspot of cluster of clay tablets (Lower level (No.l)
Stool or Bench like Structure
Fig. 5 Plan and Level of Findspots of Clay Tablets in Room 1
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I Wall of Room 1
Collapsed wall with ash
"■ Collapsed wall:
— 292m
Entrance with vaulted ceiling
Mud-brick pavement ! j
Fig. 6 Section of Room 1 (East-West, C-C)
the part of the courtyard was re-used as a studio for producing ornaments (Level 4). The east wall
of the courtyard had a remaining height of ca. 2 m and some traces of red pigment were identified
in the previous season. Although we revealed the remaining surface of the east wall, the preservation
status was poor and no major mural paintings were observed (PL lb).
The south wall of the courtyard (i.e. the north wall of Room 1) was badly damaged (Pis. 2a,
14a). Some traces of red pigment were found on the surface of the south wall which had a remaining
height of ca. 90 cm (PL la).
The north wall, which had a remaining height of ca. 40-60 cm and a width of ca. 2 m (Pis. 18a,19a),
bore some traces of black (bitumen) and white (lime plaster) colours (PL 14b).
On the floor of the courtyard, fragments of walls were accumulated to ca. 70-80 cm in height (filling
of Level 3). From this debris, we have identified mud-brick fragments with red and black colours (Pis.
2), and sculptured mud-brick fragments with black colour (PL 17a).
We assumed, therefore, that the east and south walls of the courtyard were painted in red and
the north wall was in black and white. There is a high possibility that the inner surface of the
courtyard's walls were decorated with some sort of mural paintings (PL 2a).
Although no inscribed bricks were identified on the floor bricks, we found a fragment of an in
situ brick in the north wall bearing an inscription of King Ris-Nergal (reigned around early 12th century
BC) (PL 20), one of the kings of Tabetu [Maul 2005: pp. 54,55]. This inscribed brick was probably
the foundation brick of the courtyard.
Trench 6 (Figs. 3)
Trench 6 was opened to investigate the extent of Room 1 and was placed between Trenches 4
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and 5. The excavation revealed that the east wall of Room 1 had a corner ca. 1.15 m from the
south entrance. From the corner, the east wall extended further 1 m to the east and turns to the
south to form a neighbouring room (PI. 23a). The south wall of Room 1 had a remaining height
of ca. 2 m with over 3 m in thickness (Pis. 21,22b, 23). The wall further extended to the south
and surrounded Grave 5 which was revealed in Trench 4 (PL 22). Therefore, Room 1, the brick-paved
courtyard, and Grave 5 were a large complex constructed around the same period. If Room 1 and
the brick-paved courtyard were part of a palace, it is highly possible that Grave 5 was a royal tomb.
According to the result of excavation in this trench, it was clarified that Room 1 and the brick-
paved courtyard were corresponding to Level 5 in Trench 4 identified at the previous season.
Trench 4 (Figs. 3,7)
Trench 4, which measured 3 x 7 m, was extended to the west in order to investigate the layers
below Level 7 which a large mud-brick wall dated to the Middle Assyrian period was identified at
the previous season [Numoto 2006] (PI. 25). The excavation revealed following four layers from
top to down (Fig. 7; Pis. 23b, 25a, 26).
1. Level 8 : Late Old Babylonian Period (Latter half of the 18th century BC)
The layer was ca. 1.2 m thick and contained pottery with the mixed features of Khabur and
Mittanian wares (Fig. 14). Part of a north-south wall with ca. 80 cm in width was identified. This
layer corresponds to Levels 10 to 12 in Trenches I and II excavated in 1997-98 [Ohnuma et
al. 1999,2000].
2. Level 9 : Early Old Babylonian Period (ca. 19th century BC)
The layer was greenish grey layer with ca. 1 m in thickness and contained Khabur ware (Fig.
Huge High Wall (Level 7, Middle Assyrian period)
Wall of Level 8
Level 8 (Late Old Babylonian period)
Level 9 (Early Old Babylonian period)
Level 10 (Uruk period)
Bedrock (marl / gypsum)
287m
Fig. 7 Section of Trench 4 (East-West, B-B')
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15). Part of a east-west wall (90 cm in width) and a gravel pavement were identified.
3.　Level 10 : Uruk Period (Early fourth millennium BC)
The layer was dark brown silt layer with strong viscosity and a thickness of ca. 30–40 cm. 
The layer was accumulated on a marl/gypsum rock (see below) and some shallow pits (ca. 20–
30 cm in depth) were identified on the rock surface (Pl. 26a). One large pit (1.6 × 1.1 m; 
depth ca. 80 cm) with black ashy soil requires attention (Pl. 26b). The fill of the pit contained 
Early Uruk potsherds, ground stones, ring scrapers, stone sickle blades, some pottery production 
tools and a fragment of colcothar (Fig. 16). We assumed that the pit was related to a pottery 
production workshop during the Early Uruk Period.
4.　Bedrock
The bedrock consists of marl/gypsum rock with the altitude of ca. 285 m (Pl. 26a). The bedrock 
was deeply depressed at the western end of Trench 4. The same bedrock was reached in Trenches 
I and II at ca. 279 m above sea level 〔Ibid〕. This indicates that the west bedrock of the site 
was higher than the north.
　What is important in Trench 4 is that we found the Uruk period occupation. When we excavated 
Trenches I and II, the occupation just above the bedrock was dated to the Late Old Babylonian Period 
〔Ibid〕. Thus, the earliest occupation at Tell Taban is now dated back to the Uruk Period.
Trench 8 (Pottery Kiln) (Figs. 3, 8, 9, 10)
　A pottery kiln which was revealed at the eroded surface of a cliff ca. 8 m south of Trench 4 was 
excavated (Trench 8) (Pl. 35a). The area of excavation measured 1 m (east-west) and 2.5 m (north-
south). The kiln is supposed to have had a rectangular shape (ca. 50–90 cm in remaining depth) 
(Pls. 35b, 36). From the mouth of the kiln where the collapsed hard kiln walls with cream and pink 
colours accumulated (Fig. 10), 10 pieces of baked clay tablets were discovered (Figs. 8, 9; Pls. 3, 
4, 27–34).
　The clay tablets consist of three fragments of lexical tablets (ca. 17 cm in width) (Pls. 3, 27, 34) 
and seven small tablets (ca. 4 × 7 cm) all complete in form (Pl. 4, 28–33, 38a). One of three fragments 
of lexical tablets was found in pieces. It is intriguing to point out that seven small tablets were 
discovered with a broken wide-mouth jar (Figs. 9, 17–81; Pl. 37b.). Five of them were actually 
found in the body of the jar (Figs. 9; Pls. 4b, 30a, 31–33). We can assume that the clay tablets 
were on the process of baking for keeping the documents at an archive room. Our epigraphists 
informed us that the script was written in Old Babylonian cuneiform, and the contents of some texts 
suggest the more specific date of the latter half of the 18th century BC. Other pottery found inside 
the kiln also suggests a similar date (Figs. 17, 18; Pl. 37a). Thus, the kiln is safely dated to the 
Late Old Babylonian period, which we revealed Level 8 in Trench 4. This is the first time in the 
Middle Khabur Region that the Old Babylonian tablets were discovered.
3. Concluding remarks
　The highlight of the 2005 season certainly was the discovery of the cluster of clay tablets. Room 
1 which the cluster was found most certainly was an archive room connected to the royal palace at 
Tell Taban during the Middle Assyrian period. Once the decipherment of around 200 tablets proceeds, 
interesting historical information, such as the name of the king who built the royal palace and its 
date, the background of the palace construction, duration of the palace structure, and activities of 
the several kings at Tabetu.
　The total number of cuneiform inscriptions found during the summer season is 63 and can be 
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Level 7
,, (Middle Assyrian
period)
Greenish grey soil
Collapsed kiln walls
■ Mud-brick wall of Kiln g§ Collapsed hard kiln walls ;§*:
with pink and cream colors :
Fig. 10 Section of Pottery Kiln in Trench 8 (North, A-A)
classified as follows:
1) Clay tablets: 35 pieces (Middle Assyrian period),
2) Baked clay tablets: 11 pieces (Old Babylonian period, one is a shred of envelop),
3) Brick inscription: 13 pieces (Middle Assyrian period),
4) Cylinder inscription: 2 pieces (Middle Assyrian period),
5) Clay nail inscription: 2 pieces (Middle Assyrian period).
Apart from the inscriptions, the discovery of the Early and Late Old Babylonian period layers below
the layers of Middle Assyrian period is noteworthy. The Old Babylonian layers can be widely attested
at the eroded surface to the west of the site and probably extended to the wide area of the site.
The above results confirm that Tabetu was not only a regional centre during the Middle Assyrian
period, but also in the Old Babylonian period when the city was mentioned in the Mari archive as
a major regional centre in the middle Khabur region.
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Catalogue of Pottery Specimens (Figs.11 to 18)
(in Fig.11)
 1.  Base of cup (from Level 2 in Trench 6): buff (10YR7/4) outer surface; reddish buff (2.5YR6/5) inner surface and 
core; sparse vegetable (1–2mm) and fine sand inclusions; pallet-cut on bottom using wheel-turn; Base diam. 5cm; 
1/3 extant.
 2.  Rim of bowl (from Level 2 in Trench 6): greenish grey (slip) (5Y9/2) outer surface; reddish buff (2.5YR6/7) inner 
surface and core; medium amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; supposed Rim diam. 20–
25cm.
 3.  Nipple base shred (from Level 3 in Trench 7): greenish grey surfaces and core (10Y8/2): large amount of vegetable 
(1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping; wringing trace on inner 
surface; bottom complete.
 4.  Small jar (from Grave 6 in Trench 7): cream (slip?) (2.5Y9/2) outer surface; creamy buff (2.5Y8/2) and reddish 
buff (2.5YR6/6) inner surface; sparse vegetable (1–4mm) and fine sand inclusions; wet-smoothed on outer surface 
after scraping; pallet-cut on bottom; complete; maximum diam. 15.7cm; Height 18.5cm. 
 5.  Rim of large jar (from Level 2 in Trench 6): dark buff (5YR6/4) outer surface; reddish buff inner (2.5YR6/7) surface; 
black (N3/) core; large amount of vegetable (1–10mm) and fine sand and chalky particles.
 6.  Rim of large jar (from Level 2 in Trench 6): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces; light reddish buff (2.5YR6/7) core; 
large amount of vegetable (1–10mm) and fine sand and chalky particles.
 7.  Rim of large jar (Coffin of Grave 6 in Trench 7): creamy (slip) (2.5Y9/2) surfaces; light reddish buff (2.5YR6/7) 
(5YR7/6) core; large amount of vegetable (1–10mm) and fine sand and chalky particles; supposed Rim diam. about 
60cm.
(in Fig.12)
 8.  Rim of small bowl (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): pinkish grey (7.5YR6/2) surfaces and core; sparse vegetable 
(1–2mm) inclusions; fine fabric; scraped on lower part of outer surface; hard; Rim diam. 8cm: 1/8 extant.
 9.  Rim to base of bowl (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): greenish grey (5Y8/2) outer surface; buff (5YR6/5) 
inner surface and core; large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; 
Rim diam. 12cm; 1/5 extant.
10.  Rim of beaker (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; sparse very fine 
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sand inclusions; fine fabric; Rim diam. 6.2cm; 1/5 extant.
11.  Nipple base shred (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; sparse very fine 
sand inclusions; fine fabric; nipple part made by sticking; 1/3 extant.
12.  Rim of bowl (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): greenish grey (5Y8/3) surfaces and core; large amount of vegetable 
(1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; 1/12 extant.
13.  Rim of bowl (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): dark buff (5YR5/6) surfaces and core; large amount of vegetable 
(1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; one groove remained on outer surface; 1/20 extant.
14.  Rim of bowl (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): reddish buff (7.5YR7/6) surfaces and core; large amount of 
vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; one groove remained on outer surface; Rim diam. 16cm; 1/12 
extant.
15.  Rim to body of bowl (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): greenish grey outer surface (10Y8/2) and inner surface 
(5Y8/3); light buff (5YR7/6) core; large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand and chalky particles 
inclusions; two grooves remained on outer surface; Rim diam. 16cm; 1/12 extant.
16.  Bowl (from deposit on pavement in Trench 5(Level 3)): greenish grey surfaces (10Y8/2) and light buff core 
(7.5YR7/6); large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; two grooves 
remained on outer surface; scraped on lower part of body; ring-base made by sticking; two grooves remained on 
outer surface; potter mark (black mark) remained on lower part of the body; fragile; Rim diam. 17cm; bottom complete; 
2/3 extant.
17.  Rim to shoulder of jar (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): creamy white (slip) (5Y9/2) outer surface; light buff 
(5YR7/6) inner surface and core (5YR7/6); large amount of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; 
Rim diam. 18cm; 1/10 extant.
18.  Rim of large jar (from deposit of Room 1 in Trench 5): dark greenish grey (10Y9/3) surfaces and core; large amount 
of vegetable (1–4mm) sparse fine sand inclusions; rope pattern band on outer surface; defaced surfaces; Rim diam. 
about 30cm; 1/8 extant.
(in Fig.13)
19.  Rim of bowl (from Level 3 in Trench 6): reddish buff (2.5YR6/4) outer surface; dark cream (10YR8/2) inner surface; 
reddish buff (2.5Y6/6) core; medium amount of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse chalky particles inclusions; three 
grooves on outer surface; burnished on the lower part of inner surface; Rim diam. 16cm; 1/6 extant.
20.  Body to base of cup (from Grave 8): greenish grey (5Y8/2) outer surface; bitumen lined inner surface (black) (N2/); 
reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) core; sparse fine sand and large amount of chalky particles; wet-smoothed on lower part 
of the outer surface after scraping; ring-base made by scraping; three grooves on outer surface; Max. diam. 8.8cm; 
extant height 11cm; bottom complete; 2/3 extant body.
21.  Rim of jar (from Level 3 in Trench 6): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; large amount of vegetable (1–
5mm) and chalky particles inclusions; one groove remained on outer surface; supposed Rim diam. 30cm.
22.  Nipple base shred (from floor on pavement in Trench 5 (Level 4)); greenish grey (10Y9/2) surfaces and core; fine 
fabric; no visible inclusions; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping; nipple part made by sticking; bottom 
complete.
23.  Base shred (from Level 3 in Trench 6): reddish buff (2.5YR5/7) surfaces and core; sparse fine sand inclusions; 
fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping (using wheel-turn); hard; bottom complete.
24.  Base shred (from Level 3 in Trench 6): reddish buff (2.5YR6/4) surfaces and (2.5YR6/7) core; medium amount 
of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; bottom complete.
25.  Base shred (from Level 3 in Trench 6): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and pinkish buff (5YR7/4) core; medium 
amount of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping; ring-
base made by scraping; bottom complete.
26.  Jar (from Level 3 in Trench 6): creamy (5Y9/2) and reddish cream (5YR7/4) outer surface; creamy (5Y9/2) inner 
surface; reddish buff (5YR6/4) core; large amount of vegetable (2–7mm) and fine sand inclusions; hole pierced on 
bottom; plaster stacked on the inner surface of the bottom; Rim diam. 40cm; height 33cm; nearly complete.
(in Fig.14) 
27.  Rim to base of bowl (from Level 8 in Trench 4): creamy white (slip) (5Y9/2) outer surface; light buff (5YR7/6) 
inner surface; dark buff (7.5YR6/2) core; sparse very fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; fine fabric; wet-
smoothed on lower part of outer surface after scraping; ring-base made by scraping; Rim diam. 12.8cm; Height 8.5cm; 
1/2 extant(Rim to body); bottom complete.
28.  Rim to shoulder of small jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): creamy buff (7.5YR7/3) surfaces; reddish buff (5YR6/4) 
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core; chalky particles inclusions; fine fabric; two grooves remained on the neck; Rim diam.8.5cm; 1/3 extant.
29.  Button base of beaker (from Level 8 in Trench 4): dark cream (2.5YR8/3) surfaces; pinkish buff (7.5YR7/4) core; 
sparse fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping; button-
base made by sticking; bottom complete.
30.  Button base shred (from Level 8 in Trench 4): cream (slip?) (2.5Y9/2) outer surface; buff (5YR7/3) inner surface; 
reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) core; chalky particles inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping; 
bottom complete. 
31.  Base shred (from Level 8 in Trench 4): light brown (5YR6/5) outer surface; buff (7.5YR6/6) inner surface and 
core; no visible inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping (using wheel-turn); bottom 
complete.
32.  Base shred (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (10Y9/2) outer surface; pinkish buff (7.5YR7/4) inner surface; 
reddish buff (2.5YR6/4); sparse very fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer 
surface after scraping; hard; exfoliate bottom; bottom complete.
33.  Base shred (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) outer surface; creamy buff (2.5Y8/2) inner surface; 
reddish buff (2.5YR5/6); medium amount of fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; wet-smoothed on outer surface 
after scraping; button base made by sticking; hard; bottom complete.
34.  Base shred (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (7.5Y8/3) surfaces; dark buff (5YR6/5); sparse fine sand 
and chalky particles inclusions;　wet-smoothed on outer surface after scraping; button base made by sticking; hard; 
bottom complete.
35.  Rim to body of bowl(from Level 8 in Trench 4): pinkish cream (10YR9/1) outer surface; buff (7.5YR7/5) inner 
surface; reddish buff (5YR6/6) core; large amount of fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; wet-smoothed on 
lower part of outer surface after scraping; slightly soft; 1/20 extant.
36.  Rim of incised small bowl (from Level 8 in Trench 4): cream (2.5Y8/3) surfaces; light buff (2.5YR6/6) core; 
sparse very fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; wet-smoothed on lower part of outer surface after scraping; 
vertical incisions arranged on ridge of outer surface; 1/20 extant.
37.  Rim of bowl (from Level 8 in Trench 4): dark cream (2.5Y8/2) surfaces; light buff (5YR7/6) core; sparse fine 
sand and medium amount of vegetable (1–2mm) inclusions.
38.  Rim of jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (7.5Y8/2) surfaces; greenish buff (2.5Y7/3) core; sparse fine 
sand and medium amount of vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; Rim diam. 14cm; 1/6 extant.
39.  Rim of jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (7.5Y8/2) surfaces; greenish grey (7.5Y7/2) core; sparse fine 
sand and medium amount of vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; Rim diam. 15cm; 1/12 extant.
40.  Rim of jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (7.5Y8/2) surfaces; reddish buff (5YR6/6) core; sparse fine 
sand and medium amount of vegetable (1–4mm) inclusions; containing chalky particles; Rim diam. 16–18cm.
41.  Rim to body of jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): dark cream (2.5Y8/2) surfaces; reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) core; 
sparse fine sand and medium amount of vegetable (1–5mm) inclusions; two grooves remained on outer surface of 
shoulder; Rim diam. about 30cm; 1/10 extant.
42.  Body shred of painted jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) outer surface; dark buff (7.5YR7/4) 
inner surface and core; buff green paint; sparse fine sand and vegetable (1mm) inclusions; wet-smoothed on inner 
surface after scraping; hard; defaced outer surface; two parallel painted bands.
43.  Rim of jar (from Level 8 in Trench 4): dark buff (10YR6/4) surfaces; reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) core; large amount 
of fine sand, vegetable (1–5mm) and chalky particles inclusions; Rim diam. 16cm.
44.  Rim to base of coarse bowl (from Level 8 in Trench 4): cream (2.5Y9/3) surfaces; reddish buff (2.5YR6/7) core; 
large amount of vegetable (1–4mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; roughly scraped on lower part of outer surface 
to bottom; hard; 1/25 extant.
45.  Rim to base of coarse bowl (from Level 8 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/3) surfaces and core; large amount of 
vegetable (1–5mm), fine sand and chalky particles inclusions; roughly scraped on lower part of outer surface to bottom; 
Rim diam. 23cm; 1/8 extant.
(in Fig.15)
46.  Rim of bowl (from Level 9 in Trench 4): cream (2.5Y8/2) surfaces and core; sparse vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; 
fine fabric; 1/12 extant.
47.  Rim of bowl (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; medium amount of vegetable 
(1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; scraped on lower part of outer surface; Rim diam. 26cm; 1/6 extant.
48.  Rim of bowl (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y9/2) surfaces and core; sparse vegetable (1–5mm) and 
fine sand inclusions; trace of burnishing remained on the outer surface.
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49.  Rim of bowl (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; medium amount of vegetable 
(1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions.
50.  Base of jar or goblet (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) outer surface; creamy (2.5Y8/4) inner surface; 
light buff (5YR7/6) core; sparse vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface after 
scraping; trace of wringing remained on inner surface; bottom complete.
51.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish cream (5Y9/2) surfaces; reddish buff (2.5YR6/4) core; no visible 
inclusions; fine fabric; hard; Rim diam. 8cm; 1/5 extant.
52.  Rim of painted jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (7.5Y8/2) surfaces; greenish grey (5Y7/2) core; dark 
greenish buff paint (5Y3/4); medium amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; defaced surfaces; 
Rim diam. 14cm; 1/4 extant; Khabur ware.
53.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; medium amount of vegetable (1–
5 mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; defaced inner surface; Rim diam. 13.5cm.
54.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): creamy buff (10YR8/4) outer surface; reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) inner surface 
and core; sparse vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; defaced surfaces; supposed Rim diam. about 30cm.
55.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (7.5Y9/2) surfaces; blackish (N3/) core; large amount of vegetable 
(1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; hard; four grooves on outer surface; supposed Rim diam. 40cm.
56.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): cream (2.5Y9/4) outer surface; reddish buff ((2.5YR6/6) inner surface and 
core; large amount of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; supposed Rim diam. 30–40cm.
57.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): reddish buff (2.5YR6/7) outer surface; dark buff (5YR7/4) inner surface; 
blackish (N2/) core; medium amount of vegetable (1–8mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; supposed Rim diam. 
40cm.
58.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces; reddish buff (5YR7/6) core; large amount 
of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; hard; four grooves on outer surface; defaced surfaces; supposed 
Rim diam. 30–40cm.
59.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces; greenish buff (5Y8/5) core; large amount 
of vegetable (1–5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; defaced surfaces; supposed Rim diam. 30–40cm.
60.  Rim of large jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish cream (7.5Y9/4) outer surface; light buff (10Y8/6) inner surface 
and core; large amount of vegetable (1–10mm) and sparse fine sand, coarse sand inclusions; hard; over fired; defaced 
surface of lip; supposed Rim diam. 30–40cm.
61.  Rim of large jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish cream (5Y8/3) surfaces and core; large amount of vegetable 
(1–10mm) and sparse fine sand, coarse sand inclusions; defaced surfaces; Rim diam. 30cm; 1/6 extant.
62.  Rim of jar (from Level 9 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; medium amount of vegetable (1–
5mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; defaced surfaces; supposed Rim diam. 30–40cm.
(in Fig.16)
63.  Rim to shoulder of jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): dark cream (2.5Y8/2), pinkish buff (5YR7/4) outer surface; 
reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) inner surface; blackish (N3/) core; large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine 
sand inclusions; burnished on outer surface and inner surface of rim; Rim diam. 18cm; 1/6 extant.
64.  Rim of jar or bowl (from Level 10 in Trench 4): dark cream (2.5Y8/2) surfaces; reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) and blackish 
(N3/) core; sparse vegetable (1mm) and fine sand inclusions.
65.  Rim to shoulder of coarse jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): brownish buff (5YR5/6) surfaces; blackish (N3/) core; 
large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and coarse sand (1mm, quartz sand) inclusions; Rim diam. 20cm; 1/10 extant.
66.  Body of jar or bowl (from Level 10 in Trench 4): buff (7.5YR7/4) and reddish buff (5YR5/4) outer surface; reddish 
buff (5YR5/6) inner surface and core; large amount of vegetable (1–2mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; containing 
large amount of goaled colored mica; burnished on outer surface; Max diam. 16–18cm; 1/4 extant.
67.  Body to base of jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): cream (10YR8/3) and reddish buff (2.5YR6/7) outer surface; reddish 
buff (2.5YR6/6) inner surface; blackish (N3/) core; large amount of vegetable (1–8mm) and sparse fine sand 
inclusions; hard; Max diam. 20cm.
68.  Rim of bowl (from Level 10 in Trench 4): greenish cream (slip)(2.5Y8/3) surfaces; buff (10YR7/4) core; large amount 
of vegetable (1–2mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; exfoliate outer surface.
69.  Rim of coarse jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): buff (7.5YR6/6) surfaces; blackish (N3/) core; large amount of 
vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; burnished on surfaces.
70.  Rim of coarse jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): dark reddish buff (5YR5/6) surfaces; blackish (N3/) core; large amount 
of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; defaced surfaces.
71.  Rim of coarse jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): buff (10YR6/6) surfaces; light buff (5YR6/6) core; large amount 
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of coarse sand (1–2mm) inclusions; burnished on surfaces; soft.
72.  Neck to shoulder of jar (from Level 10 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces; reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) and 
blackish (N3/) core; large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; hard; exfoliate surfaces.
73.  Fragment of ring scraper (from Level 10 in Trench 4): reddish buff (2.5YR6/6) and cream (2.5Y9/4) surfaces; 
grey core; no visible inclusions; fine fabric; clay; very hard (like stone); scraped on lower part of body; point is 
very sharp; trace of robbing remained on outer surface of point; Max. diam. 8cm; 1/4 extant.
74.  Fragment of ring scraper (from Level 10 in Trench 4): creamy buff (2.5Y8/4) surfaces; creamy buff (10YR8/4) 
core; no visible inclusions; fine fabric; clay; very hard; scraped on lower part of body; point is very sharp; trace of 
robbing remained on outer surface of point; Max. diam. 10cm; 1/3 extant.
75.  Potter tool (scraper, re-used as potsherd) (from Level 10 in Trench 4): dark buff (7.5YR6/5) outer surface and light 
buff (5YR5/6) inner surface; blackish (N3/) core; large amount of vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; re-used as specimen 
No.69; trace of robbing remained on edges.
76.  Potter tool (scraper, re-used as potsherd) (from Level 10 in Trench 4): greenish grey (5Y8/2) surfaces and core; no 
visible inclusions; fine fabric;　trace of robbing remained on edges.
77.  Potter tool (scraper, re-used as potsherd) (from Level 10 in Trench 4): blackish buff (10YR5/3) outer surface and 
core; dark buff (10YR6/3) inner surface; large amount of vegetable (1–2mm) and sparse fine sand inclusions; trace 
of robbing remained on edges.
(in Fig.17)
78.  Beaker (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): buff (10YR7/4) outer surface; creamy buff (7.5YR7/6) inner surface; light 
buff (7.5YR6/6) core; sparse fine sand inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface of lower part of body 
after scraping(using wheel-turn); two grooves arranged on shoulder; Max. diam. 8cm; Height 9.4cm; identical with 
Pl.37a.
79.  Body to base of beaker (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): greenish cream (2.5Y8/2) outer surface; pinkish buff (5YR7/4) 
inner surface and core; sparse fine sand inclusions; fine fabric; wet-smoothed on outer surface of lower part of body 
after scraping (using wheel-turn); Max. diam. 7.7cm; extant Height 7.3cm; nearly complete; identical with Pl.37a.
80.  Rim to shoulder of jar (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): greenish cream (7.5Y9/2) and reddish cream (2.5YR6/4) 
outer surface; dark reddish buff (2.5YR7/6) (2.5YR5/4) inner surface; dark reddish buff (2.5YR5/4) core; sparse 
fine sand and vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; wet-smoothed on outer surface of lower part of body after scraping; 
scraped on inner surface of base; hard; re-fired; Rim diam. 11.6cm; 1/2 extant.
81.  Jar (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8, clay tablets kept in this jar): greenish grey (5Y8/2) outer surface (original color); 
reddish buff (2.5YR6/4) outer surface; reddish buff (2.5YR5/3) and light buff (2.5YR6/8) inner surface and core; 
large amount of fine sand and sparse vegetable (1–5mm) inclusions; two grooves arranged on shoulder; wet-smoothed 
on outer surface of lower part of body after scraping; scraped on inner surface of lower part of the body; hard; re-
fired; Rim diam. 29cm; Height 25.3cm; 1/2 extant; identical with Pl.37b.
(in Fig.18)
82.  Rim to shoulder of jar (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): greenish cream (5Y8/2) surfaces; dark greenish grey (5Y7/2) 
core; medium amount of fine sand and sparse vegetable (1–2mm) inclusions; two grooves arranged on shoulder; 
Rim diam. 16–18cm; 1/12 extant.
83.  Rim to shoulder of jar (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): creamy buff (2.5Y8/4) outer surface; buff (7.5YR7/6) inner 
surface; reddish buff (5YR6/4) core; sparse fine sand and vegetable (1–3mm) inclusions; one ridge arranged on 
shoulder; Rim diam. 18cm; 1/8 extant.
84.  Rim to shoulder of jar (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): reddish buff (2.5Y6/4) and light buff (5YR7/8) outer surface; 
reddish buff (2.5YR6/4) inner surface and core; sparse fine sand and medium amount of vegetable (1–5mm) 
inclusions; hard; re-fired; Rim diam. 12cm.
85.  Rim to body of painted jar (from Pottery kiln in Trench 8): buff (10YR7/4), reddish buff (2.5YR6/4) surfaces and 
core; dark brownish green paint (7.5Y5/4); large amount of vegetable (1–5mm) and medium amount of fine sand 
inclusions; containing chalky coarse sand; wet-smoothed on outer surface of lower part of body after scraping; hard; 
re-fired; Rim diam. 12.5cm; 1/3 extant.








EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　69　Pl. 1
a. Mud-brick wall with red plaster of Room 1 in Trench 5, from the north
b. Eastern mud-brick wall of courtyard and Room 1 in Trench 5, from the north
70　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 2　
a. Mud-brick wall with red plaster of Room 1 and debris of black painted mud-brick wall in Trench 5
b. Fragment of painted mud-brick wall from Trench 5
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　71　Pl. 3
Lexical tablet (No.1) from pottery kiln in Trench 8
72　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 4　
a. Tablets with a broken jar from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Tablets in a broken jar from pottery kiln in Trench 8
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　73　Pl. 5
a. General view of Tell Taban, from the west, before 2005 summer excavation
b. General view of Tell Taban, from the east
c. General view of Tell Taban, from the south
d. General view of Tell Taban, from the north
74　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 6　
a. Western area of Tell Taban, before excavation
b. Western area of Tell Taban, trace of Trench 4 in 2005 winter season, before excavation
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　75　Pl. 7
a. General view of Tell Taban, from the west, after excavation
b. View of excavated area (Trenches 4-8)
76　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 8　
a. Fragment of cylinder inscription from surface of water side
b. Closer view of fragment of cylinder inscription
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　77　Pl. 9
a. Room 1 in Trench 5, from the north, before excavation
b. Excavation of Room 1 in Trench 5, from the north
78　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 10　
a. Clay tablets from Room 1
b. Closer view of clay tablets from Room 1 (Nos.19-26)
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　79　Pl. 11
a. Clay tablets from Room 1 (Nos.12-15)
b. Clay tablet from Room 1 (No.15)
80　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 12　
a. Clay tablet from Room 1 (No.17)
b. Clay token from Room 1
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　81　Pl. 13
a. Excavation of Room 1 in Trench 5, from the east
b. Room 1 in Trench 5, from the east, after excavation
82　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 14　
a. Room 1 in Trench 5, from the north
b. Northern mud-brick wall with trace of blackish paint of courtyard in Trench 7
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　83　Pl. 15
a. Room 1 and brick pavement in Trench 5, from the north, after excavation
b. Inside of Room 1, from the west
84　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 16　
a. Entrance of Room 1, from the south
b. Entrance of Room 1, from the west
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　85　Pl. 17
a. Decorated mud-brick with black paint found on the brick pavement in Trench 5
b. Fragments of dentalium from deposit on the brick pavement in Trench 5
86　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 18　
a. Brick pavement (courtyard) and Room 1 in Trenches 5 and 7, from the north
b. Brick pavement (courtyard) and Room 1 in Trenches 5 and 7, from the north-west
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　87　Pl. 19
a. Brick pavement (courtyard) in Trenches 5 and 7, from the south
b. Brick pavement (courtyard) in Trenches 5 and 7, from the east
88　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 20　
a. Inscribed brick in the northern mud-brick wall of courtyard in Trench 7, from the west
b. Inscribed brick from the northern mud-brick wall of courtyard
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　89　Pl. 21
a. Southern mud-brick wall of Room 1 in Trench 6, from the north
b. Southern mud-brick wall of Room 1 in Trench 6, from the east
90　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 22　
a. Grave 5 in Trench 4, from the north
b. Southern mud-brick wall of Room 1 and Grave 5, from the south
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　91　Pl. 23
a. Southern mud-brick wall of Room 1, from the west
b. Trenches 4 and 6, from the west
92　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 24　
a. Trench 4, from the south-west
b. Trench 4, from the west
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　93　Pl. 25
a. Trench 4, from the east
b. Trench 4, from the north
94　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 26　
a. Uruk pits in Trench 4, from the east
b. Uruk pit in Trench 4, from the north
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　95　Pl. 27
a. Lexical tablet (No.1) from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Closer view of lexical tablet (No.1)
96　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 28　
a. Tablets from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Closer view of tablets with a broken jar
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　97　Pl. 29
a. Closer view of tablet (No.1)
b. Closer view of tablet (No.1)
98　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 30　
a. Closer view of tablet (No.2)
b. Closer view of tablet in a broken jar (No.3)
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　99　Pl. 31
a. Tablet in a broken jar (No.4)
b. Closer view of tablet in a broken jar (No.4)
100　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 32　
a. Tablets in a broken jar from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Tablets in a broken jar (Nos.5,6) 
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　101　Pl. 33　
a. Tablet in a broken jar (No.7)
b. Closer view of tablet in a broken jar (No.7)
102　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 34　
a. Lexical tablet (No.2) from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Closer view of lexical tablet (No.2)
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　103　Pl. 35　
a. Pottery kiln in Trench 8, from the west
b. Pottery kiln in Trench 8, from the south-west
104　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 36　
a. Pottery kiln in Trench 8, from the south
b. Pottery kiln in Trench 8, from the north
EXCAVATIONS AT TELL TABAN, HASSAKE, SYRIA (5)　105　Pl. 37　
a. Beakers from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Jar from pottery kiln in Trench 8
106　Hirotoshi NUMOTO　Pl. 38　
a. Tablets from pottery kiln in Trench 8
b. Inscribed bricks from 2005 summer season
